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1833

(1)

1833
th

Conside Colliery 25 . Mar:
1833
r
John Selby Esq . Lessor, was raken by
Mr. Wm. Wallace, with a general liberty
of Way laeve over the Surface for the
certain Annl. Rent of £150 – to hold
‘till all the Seams of Coal are wrot. out
This Agreet. was assigned by Wall[ace]
to the Company.
The Colliery is drained by a free
Level, but the Seam, in which it is workg.
is not identified – it is beyond the Crop
of the Hutton Seam, and consequently
lies below it, further to the Eastd.
but at what distance below is not known
Other Seams are supposed to lie below
this – the Crops of other two Seams it
is said, have been observed, on the decline
of the Hill to the W. of the Pit.
No Coals have been worked for some
time, and the underground Workings of
the last sunk Pit, are so fallen and
crept, that they cannot be examined, and
[Bud-47-1]

2.
consequently their extent cannot be accurately ascertained – but according to the
best Accot. I could not obtain they are some
thing like what is represented in the
Diagram below.
[Diagram of Coal Workings]
The Pit is about 6 ½ Fa. deep.
Section of Seam
Feet In.
0 .. 5½ Coarse Coal
1 .. 3½ Good Coal – best part of Seam
0 .. 2 Stone
0 .. 9 Coal
0 .. 1 Black Band
1 .. 5 Coal
– – – Parting
0 .. 7 Coal
– – – Parting
2 .. 0 Coarse Coal Not wrought
6 .. 9
Deduct 2 .. 3 In.
4 .. 6 – 5½ Coarse at Top leaves say 4 Ft.

[Diagram of Coal Workings]

1833

3.
4½ Feet of workable Coals fit for the use
of the Kilns.
The Seam will therefore contain
Tens
about P. Acre – – – – –
6500
Deduct 1/6 to be lost Underground 1083
Say 5000 Tens P. Acre of available 5417
Coal.
Then assuming the annl. Consumption
of the Lime Kilns at 20,000 Tens – 4 Acres
of the Seam will be reqd. to supply them
It is supposed, according to the information I can obtain, that only about
2 Acres of the Seam remain unworked
which will only supply the Kilns for 6
Mo. – it is not therefore, worth the Cos.
while to be at the expence of opening out

1833
July 19th.

4.

Met Messrs. Marrieo & Harrison at
Newcastle, and receive their instructions
to estimate the Coal of working the Coals
at Lanchester Common, and Medomsley Colly.
20d. Occupied in making the above Estimate
22d. Met Messrs. Marrieo and Mr. Harrison
in Newcastle – and delivered my Estimate
to the former, after having made an Affidavit to it’s correctness. It is to be handed to the Exchqr. Bill Loan Commn. As an
testimonial of the value of the Company’s
property with other documents – to enable
them to obtain a Loan of £60,000 of Exchequer Bills
Went to Anfield in the Evening with
Mr. Th. Harrison

the workings

23.

Looked over the Surface, and Surface Plans
of the Lanchester Common Colly. which
includes Medomsley. There are no Plans
of the workings forthcoming – but it is supposed there are some in Mr. Th. Fenwick’s
possession. Mattw. Forster, the late resident Viewer gave me the following
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1833
5.
d
July 23 . information, but which from his defective
memory, is not to be depended upon
He says the So. Boundary of the Colly.
Mr. Forster
extends beyond, the line, which extends
t
Acco . of the from the Fines, to Gore Cock Hall, as
Lanchester Com- represented on the Plan – This matter
mon Colly.
must therefore, be inquired into before
the Lease is engrossed – to have the
error (if there is one) rectified
The South, and East Staple Pits were
the last Pit’s worked by the Marqs. of
Bute, in the Hutton Seam
The Windsor Pit 29 Fas. To the Five
r
Q . Seam – is only Sunk to that Seam
and is little worked in it.
The So. Pit is 62 or 63 Fa: to the
Hutton Seam. The East Stap: 71 to
it. The Loud Pit, is 62 Fa. – to the
Hutton Seam
The Success and I[ve] Pits are both
Sunk to the Hutton Seam
I[ve] Pit is worked out both in
the Hutton and Five Qr. Seams, but
a considrable tract of very good Hutton
Seams Pillars, are said to be left in the
[Bud-47-1]

1833

6.
Success Pit – but they are underwater
and must be drained by a considerable
length of Levels and Stone Drift.
Medomsley This past of the Royalty is
separated from the Pontop Pike on Southern
part, by the Vale of the Pont, which has
cut out the Hutton Seam for a great
extent – but a considerable tract of it
lies under Medomsley Hill – to the
West of the Village
[Diagram of Seams, Pontop Pike to Medomsley]
The Hutton Seam has been partially worked
for Landsale at Medomsley. It is drained
by a dry level, and one old Pit is open, and
apparently dry and 12 or 14 Fas. deep.
A Landsale Pit, is working in Mr.
Freehold adjoining – it is 14 Fa.
deep – one Horse with Gin draws 7 xx. of
12 Peck Corves in a Day.

[Diagram of Seams, Pontop Pike to Medomsley]

1833
7.
th
r
July 27 . Met M . W. Harrison in Newcastle
Mr. William when it was determined to make preHarrison paration for opening out the So. Pit,
Resident and the old Landsale Pit at Medomsley
Director to see what state they arose in, and
to prepare for working Coals for the
Lime Lilns, which are expected to be
ready next January.
29 Gave Wm. Hawthorn, at Backworth
Orders for a orders to make a 14 ft. Gin for the So.
14 ft. Gin Pit. And agreed with Edw. Smith
Overman, at Walls-end to undertake the
management of opening out the Pits
His Wages to be 30/- a Week, with
a dwelling House, Cow, and Flannels
found.
31st. Sent Edwd. Smith to the Colly. with
instructions how to proceed in gaining
access to the Hutton Seam works. at
the Medomsley Pit. He is to borrow
a Jackroll at Tansield-moor

1833
Augt. 3

d

8.

Edw . Smith, has examined the old Pits
at Medomsley.
The Fell Pit, is about 10 Ga. Deep to the
Examination Hutton Seam – has about a Fa. of rubbish
of
in the Bottom. Could not enter the works.
Old Pits on account of Styth, and the Water standg.
at
within 2 ft. of the roof.
Medomsley
Mr. M[uitre], a Pitman, who wrot. in
the Colliery says this Pit, was only worked
for about ¼ year, and was abandoned by
the Water-course getting choaked up at a
trouble.
Smith also examined the So. Pit – was
dry in the bottom, but he could not penetrate
the workings, on account of the Styth – ge got
into a W. Place between 30 and 40 yards in
the dark. This place was upstanding.
Muitre says this Pit is not extensively wrot.
but were beaten out, in consequence of
bringing on a Creep, which stopped their Aircourse from the Oven Pit.

The first step to be taken is to open out the
day Level Drift, on the N. Side of the
Medomsley Turnpike.
This job to commence, on the 5th. With 8
[Bud-47-1]

1833

Water-level
Drifts opened out.

Proceedings
at Medomsley.

9.
Men – to work by day at 2/ 10 until they
get under Cover, in close drift, and then
to be set on by Shift, or Bargain.
Edwd. Smith has got two Water
Level Drifts opened out – they are
about 50 yards asunder – the Eastermost
is the lower Level, at 8 yards in
they have holed into the works. from
the W. Level, but the Styth came off
so strong they could not make progress
At 13 yards in the W. Level they got
into Workings – 3 E. & 4 W. Bds.
These works. do not appear to be
further extended – the Coal seems to whole
to the S. & West
Augt. 20th. Examined the proceedings at
Medomsley. Have got an Air course
between the workings in the middle &
West – day level Drift. The works.
from these Drifts have been very limited
and they don’t appear to have had any
communication with the Pits on the top of
the Hill. Set out two Pits to

1833

10.

be sunk on the top of the Hill – these
pits are expected to be about 16 to 18 Fa.
deep. The Sinking to be let. The Pits
to be sunk 21 ft. asunder centre and centre
and to face the Waggon Way. – to be 7th.
Diam. In the clear.
W. Roddison & Prs. Will take the sinkg.
at 47/- P. Faths.
N. Wood’s Augt. 27th. Recd. Mr. N. Wood’s award
award
– he awards £350 P. Mile P. Ann. to Cap:
Dutton for his Way-leave.
New Pits Augt. 26 Broke the two new Pits at
at Mesoms- Medomsley – 28 ft asunder Centre and Centre,
ley.
7 ft. diam. The Sinking let to W m. Rogerson
and Prs. At £2..7..0 P. Fathom – to find Gunpowder and Candles, and to put in all Timbers
Sep: 2d. Got the new 14 ft. Gin from Backworth.
Sep: 6th. Got the Gin Set up. The sinking
Gin set to have the use of the Gin, and have a horse
up.
and driver found. The pits are 4½ faths. deep this
day.
Sep: 9th. & 10th. Finished the setting up
of the Shaft Frames, on the Pits, and
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11.
begun to wall the Pits, through a
broken post.
The walling let to
Waugh at £3..3.. –
P. Fath. – to be set with Lime.

1833
Sep: 26

12.

Got the Coal in the W. Pit, this morng.
Fa. ft.
at 11 .. 2 from the Surface.
28th. Got the top of the Seam in the E. Pit

Sep: 11th.
Cost of
14 ft. Gin

He quarries, and leads the Stones
dressed and sets them, but the Co:
find Lime, and waiters on at Bank
Diam. 7 ft. within the Waling.
There will be about 2 fas. of walling
in each Pit, up to the Surface.
Resumed the Sinking
Cost of the 14 ft. Gin built at Backworth
Colliery viz.
Timbers Scotch – – – – – – – £ 4..14..0
Mencel – – – – – – – 22..19..0
Hambro Oak 36¾ ft. 5..10..3 £
33.. 3..3
Joiner Work – – – – – – – – – – 6.. 0..4
Smith ditto & Iron – – – – – – – 7.. 9..2
Single and dbl. tack Nails – – – 0.. 6..0½
Paint, Oil, and Turpentine – – – 0..18..9
47..17..6½
Pully wheels, with Axles,
Carriages, Brasses, Bolts
&c. all complete – – – – –
5.. 2..10
53.. 0..4
Waterage on Timber – – – – – 0.. 5..0
£53.. 5..4

Coal got
Fa. ft.
in Medomsley at 11 .. 4 from Surface.
Pits.
Section of the Seam in W. Pit
ft. In.
4 .. 2 Good Coal
2 Band – grey Stone
2 ..10 Coal rather coarser than the top
7 .. 2
Blue Metal Roof
Blue Thill
View of
Sep: 30th. Examined the Hutton Seam in
Hutton Seam the new Pits – the Coal looks remarkably
Medomsley well, but seems rather tender, and brittle
To effect a holing into the old Works.
will require 100 yards of East, and 50 yds.
of N. drift. At 2 yards wide, with
a single man on the face, 3 men will
drive 2¼ yards in 24 hours i.e. 2¼ yds.
P. day. And 5 ½ days P. Week.
Then 2¼ X 5½ = 123/8 yards P. Week.
And 150 ÷ 123/8 = 124/40 Weeks required to
hole into old Workings.
Coal 7 feet or 21/3 yards thick – drift 2
yards wide. Then 21/3 X 2 = 4 2/3 Cubic yds.
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13.

for one yard of drift. 8 Bolls of Coals
to the Cubic yard
Then 42/3 X 8 = 371/3 Bolls to every yard of
Estimate of Drift. or 371/3 24 = 15/9 Ch. to be produced
the quantity from every yard of Drift
of Coals to
Consequently the quantity of Coals to be
be produced produced from the Drift in holing into
from the
Ch.
Drifts.
the old Workings will be 150 X 15/9 = 2222/9
It will also be expedient to Set away a
West drift to explore the Coal in that

1833

14.

Tanfield Lea Collys. with the Stanhope
Rail-way. This may be accomplished by
Beamish and to join the Stanhope Line
at Pelton Grange. Or by passing to the
W. of Shield Row, and joining the
Stanhope Line, at Ox-hill. The choice
of the Line will depend upon the rate
at which the Way-leaves can be obtained.
Went down the Stanhope Line with
Mr. Th. Harrison from On-hill to North
Biddick Lane. The work is carrying on

direction – which may be estimated to
produce the like quantity of Coals. So
that by the time the rail-way can be
laid to the Pits nearly 500 Ch. of Coals
will be laid upon bank.
Examined the Surface about the So.
Pit, and set out the Branches, and
site for the Machine &c. The Machine
to be erected with all convenient dispatch
Looked over the Ground with Messrs.
Th. Harrison Jos. Grey, and Benj. Ackless
the purpose of endeavouring to fix upon
a line joining Tanfield-moor, and

with great activity in all parts.
Octr. 5th. In sinking the Sump in the E.
Feeder of Pit, at Medomsley, got a feeder of Water
Water got of 90 Galls. An hour, at 4 ft. below the
thill of the Seam.
Directed Edwd. Smith to let the E. Drift
Prices of by proposal.
Work in
The hewing with a 20 Peck
s. d.
the Medoms- Corf should be about P. xx.
2 .. 8
ley Pits
Putting – – – – – – – – – – – – –
8
3 .. 4
The Narrow Work 8d. to10d. P. yard

Octr. 1st.
Examination
of the surface
for a Branch
of Rail-way
from Tanfieldmoor and
Tanfield Lea
to join the
Stanhope Line [Bud-47-1]
1833
Octr. 5th.
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15.

1833
s

Met Mess . W . Harrison, Marrieo, and Tho .
Harrison at So. Shields.
Meeting
Discussed the subject of taking Tanfield-moor
at
and Tanfield Lea Coals, down the Stanhope
So. Shields Rail-way, to South Shields. As the terms
on which the Way-leave can be obtained from
Tanfield-moor, thro’ Tanfield Lea, and Swinburn
and Bowes’ Estates, cannot yet be ascertained
We made the following calculation for Tanfieldmoor, assuming that the Coals should be
taken round by Lanchester Common, by a Branch
to join the Stanhope Line, at the South Pit
Estimate of
The Annl. Quantity assumed at 17000 Ch.
the expence Way-leave over Lanchester Commn.
£ s. d.
of leading
£20 P. Ann. –
0 .. 0 .. 0¼
Tanfield-moor Leading 2 Miles with Horses at 2½ – – 0 .. 0 .. 5
Coals to So.
Ditto – ¼ ditto – – – Engine – – – – – 0 .. 0 .. 1¼
Shields
0 .. 0 .. 6½
Engine, Cost £600
Way – – – – 1000 1600
Waggons – – – – – 1800

16.

s. d.
Brot. forward – – – – 8 .. 2
To this may be added the Way-leave
of 2/ 0 P. Ten over Tanfield-moor
1½
8 .. 8½
The present Cost is, as nearly as can be asctd. 10 .. 3 ½
Laving by the Standhope Line – – – – 2 .. 0
Monday 21st. Octr. Met Mr. Th. Harrison at
Set out Medomsley. Set out the Heap-Stead – the site
Heap-Stead of the Machine, and two dwelling houses, at the
Medomsley Pits.
d
Underg .
Examined the Underground Workings – the
Workings E. and W. mothergate Drifts are each about 20
yards in – the W. Drift has crossed a dip Hitch
of 20 Inches, and is rising briskly beyond it
and the Coal, in the face is not looking so well
as in the E. Drift. It is not improbable that
another Hitch is near. The back W. mothergait
Drift, is driven from the E. Pit, 14 yards up beyond the W. Pit – the stenting Wall must be
holed at 20 yards up from the W. Pit, and need

£3400 at 10 P. Cent 0 .. 0 .. 5
Repairing Waggons – – – – – – – – – – 0 .. 0 .. 2¼
Keeping Waggon Way – – – – – – – – 0 .. 0 .. 1½
1 .. 3¼
Staith charges – – – – – 1 .. 0¾
Cost to the Colliery – – – 1 .. 4 ¾
By the Co:
Staith for Spouts & Docks – 0 .. 6
Leading 19 Miles at 4d. – – 6 .. 4 6 ..10
Forward – – 8 .. 2

not go further for present.
The feeder of Water in the E. Pit sump continues nearly the same – it is rather less if
any thing.
Commenced walling the top of the E.
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1834
t

Pit.
Oct . 25 . Holed the E. mg .
Holed into Drift into the old Workings at 37 yds.
old Workings from the E. Pit Shaft. Holed into
a W. Board – there are 4 Boards to the
So. of this Board, beyond which the Coal
seems to whole for 4 Pillars
Octr. 25th. Finished the walling at the
top of the E. Pit.
Skreens – To have two Lengths of
sloping, and one length of horizontal
Bars. The Bars 4 ft. long with 3/8 In.
intervals. Width of each Skreen
6 feet at top – 5½ at bottom.
Bars – thickness at top 11/16 In.
ditto – bottom 5/16
Depth 1½ In.
6 ft. = 72 Inches
And
72
= 72 = 55 55 Bars nearly
11
/16 + 10/16 15/16
required for the width of each Waggon Skreen.
[Page 18 – Diagram Medomsley Twin Pits]

19.

Removed the Gin from Medomsley, to the
o
S . Pit, and begun to repair the Shaft
Commenced the exploring of the Hutton seam
in the former workings
th
Feby. 26 .
Examined the former Hutton Seam Workings
in the So. Pit, as far as they are at present
View of accessible. The reputed depth of this Pit is
So. Pit
62 Faths. – a 7 ft. Shaft – a great quantity
of Timber in the Shaft.
Section of Hutton Seam at 180 yards N.
from Shaft.
F. In.
Top Coal – – – – – 2 .. 7
Grey Metal Bd. – –
6
Coal – – – – – – – 3 .. 3
Parting, imperfect – – –
6 .. 4
Coarse Coal – –
11 Left underfoot
7 .. 3
At 180yards E. of Shaft
F. In.
Top Coal – – – – – 2 .. 7
Band – – – – – – –
10¼
Splint, coarse – –
2¼
Coal – – – – – – – 1 .. 5
Brass Band – – –
2

Coal – – – – – – – 1 .. 4
6 .. 9
The bottom Coal, here, supposed to be the same as
above.
[Bud-47-1]

[Diagram Medomsley Twin Pits]

1834

View
of
So. Pit

20.
A Strong grey metal roof with 8 In. of
rammell, on the Coal-head near the Shaft, but
it runs out to the North. The Grey metal is
an excellent Cover.
Has been wrot. with 12 yards Winnings – 4
Board – 8 Wall – the Walls holed at irregular
distances, from 50 to 70 yards Wide
The Coal seems all whole to the South
S.E. and So. W. and a Barrier is left of
180 yards thick to the N.W. of the Pit.

1834

20.[20a]

N.W. and to make all ready for laying
the rolly-way into that District – also to
prepare stabling for 6 Horses.
View of
I do not like the appearance of the Seam
So. Pit
(Hutton) to the So. & E. as I apprehend the
Coal will be course, and at any rate the
Stone, and Brass Band will make it troublesome to work, and to produce a large
proportion of Small.
Mar. 22d. The holing of the Walls in the Hutton

Beyond this Barrier 16 W. Boards are won
out, and driven two Pillars up, but the course
of Walls, next the Face, are not holed
The Pillars have been all wrot. partially
by jenkening, and judding to the N.E. of
the Pit, but are not crept. The Pillars in
the Staple Pit, seem all to be standing whole
The whole Coal to the S. and E. as well
as the Barrier to the N. of the So. Pit Shaft
seems to have been left, on account of the
deterioration of the Seam, in those parts.
I therefore, decided to discontinue the ridding out of the old Workings to the Eastward
and set the men to hole the Walls to the

Water
Course
Drift in
5
/4 Seam

Seam, to the N.W. of the So. Pit bring finished
and the Rolly-way being all cleaned
ready for laying the plated. I decided to
suspend further proceedings in this Pit ‘till
the machine is put up. And the men in
the mean time to commence drifting in the
Five-quarter Seam, from the “New Pit” into
the So. E. Workings, in that Seam from the So.
Pit – to drain them. This will require about
300 yards of Drift in the 5/4 Seam. The Gin
to be removed from the South to the new
Pit, to draw the Drift Coals. The new Pit is
said to be only about 20 fams. Dug to the ¾
Seam. This Pit is only sunk to the 5/4 Seam
and never worked any Coals.
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1834
Mar. 22d.
Genl.
Hunter’s
Coal
Contract
for
finding
Waggon.

21.
W. John Fairweather Harrison, called
upon me, and requested me to examine
into the situation of Genl. Hunter’s Coal, at
Medomsley, and report upon the expediency
of the Co: taking it. The same also, as
to Brookbank & Algood’s Coal.
Hawks & Co. propose to find to the extent of 1000 Waggons, and to uphold them
for ten years, at £4 P. Wagg. P. Ammm. – the
Co. then to take them at a Valuation, or a
fresh Contract to be entered into. The
Co. to pay for all damage done by breakage
of the Waggons, on the planes, or by other
accidents. This is an awckward condition, as it would be difficult to define
the amot. of damage done in this way
and would lead to disputes. It wd.
be better that the Contractors should have
an additional price to cover all accidents

1834
April 1st.

23.

Went to Medomsley by desire of W m.
Harrison Esqr. to examine the situation of
Genl. Hunter’s and Messrs.Brooksbanks &
Medoms- Algoods’ Coal property there.
ley Coal
These properties lie much intermixed – Genl.
l
Gen .
Hunter has the Coal, under his parcels, in
Hunter severalty, but Brooksbanks & Algoods, is in
&c.
undivided moieties.
Tracing the Crop of the Hutton Seam,
there would seem to be Acres of it, and
about
Acres of Genl. Hunters’, including
the Medomsley Common
These royalties must be wrot. in common
as neither of them is of sufficient extent to
be wrot. separately. The surface is by no
means very favourable for laying branches of
Rail-way to such Pits, as may be necessary
for working the Coal; as it is undulating and
falls in every direction from line of Rail-way
to the Twin Pits.

[Page 22 – Diagram of Pit, Unfinished]

Lanchester
Lanchester Common Colly. Shifted the
Common Gin from the So. to the Stewart Pit, on the
29th. March.
March 31st. Edwd. Smith got down the Stewart
Piot, which is only sunk to the Top, or Five-

[Bud-47-1]

[Diagram of Pit, Unfinished]

1834

24.
s

Stewart
Pit.

quarter Seam, about 30 fath . deep. The
Shaft is in good repair. No Coals have
been wrot. in this Pit, and the Seam is
standing whole all round except a water
Course Drift holed into the Shaft from
the Staple Pit.
All will be ready for Commencing the
W. Drifts from this Pit, to drain the East
Working from the So. Pit in 2 or 3 days.
A double Drift to be driven the Coals to

1834

25.

of the Machine house at the So. Pit.
th
April 5 . Mr. W. Harrison having informed one
that Mr. Bowlby had agreed with Mr. Ward
on the part of Mr. Selby that he would
release the Co: from the disputed agreet.
for Coreside Colliery after all the Coal in
the present working Seam, is exhausted
I gave Edwd. Smith directions to proceed
forthwith to make the Pit ready for working
Coals for the Kilns.

be sent to bank for the Line Kilns – they
may be led in Carts to the So. Pit, for
the present, ‘till it can be decided what
plan is ultimately to be pursued with
respect to the working of the 5/4 Seam.
Machine April 1st. Set out the Foundation of
the Machine at the Medomsley Twin Pits
with Mr.
Hawks’ Foreman Engin[eer]
This Machine must be completed without
delay. The Rail-way to these pits is in
a State of great progress.
l
Gen .
Genl. Hunter’s Medomsley Pit is 14
Hunter’s Pit Fas. Deep to the Hutton Seam – is wrot.
with 12 Peck Corves. A good Gin Horse
can draw 10 xx. a day in 9 hours
The Masons have commenced the building

12th.

Mr. Harrison requested me to give him an
estimate of the Cost of delivering the Coals
into the Waggons – Skreened, and Unskreened
According to my Estimate of the 16th. July last
on an Annl. Vend of 35,000 Ch. of best Coals 5000
by Land, and 30,000 by Sea. And 12,000 Ch. of
Small for the Kilns &c. – the Cost of Working is
£15000. Then 35000 X 12000 = 47,000 Unskreened
And 15000 X 20 = 6 P. Ch. for Unskreened
47000
4½
And 15000 X 20 = 8 P. Ch. for the best Coals
35000
6
Ap: 8th. Commenced the two W. Driofts in the Stewart Pit
Five Quarter Seam. The two Drifts are each
4 yards, wide with a yard Stenting Wall

[Bud-47-1]
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26.
Section of the Five-quarter Seam at the
Stewart Pit Shaft.
F. In.
2 ..10 Good Coal
– .. 9 Splint
– .. 6 Good Coal
– .. 1½ Splint
– .. 6½ Good Coal
4 .. 9
April the 14th. Started to work Coals
in the Conside Pit, for the Lime Kilns.
April 22d. Examined the proceedings at
Medomsley. Are getting on with the Foundn.
of the Machine, and with the Heap-stead &
Screens – slowly
April 26th. Set out in the Mail for London
to prove the preamble of the Durham Junction
Rail-way Bill. Remained in London ‘till
the 3d. June.

1834
27.
th
June 18 . Wed. Viewed the W. Drifts, in the Five Quarter
Seam Stewart Pit. They are now driven 230 yds.
West in which distance the Seam lies very regular
So. Pit
with an easy rise. The E. Workings from the
Stewart Pit So. Pit, into which those Drifts will hole have
only about a Foot of Water standing in the
Face, so that there is no occasion to bore them
Mr. Jno. Harrison down the Pit with me
r
M . Harrison Met Mr. W. Harrison, and Mr. Cloves the
Mr. Cloves Coal Buyer, at Anfield. The Machine at
Medomsley is finished and the Screens are
considerably advanced, but the erection of the Machine Ho: at So. Pit goes on languidly. This
has arisen from the attention of the people having
been chiefly directed to the Rail-way to get
the Lime down to Anfield.
Leading and Informed Mr. Wm. Harrison of the offer I had
shipping received from the Blaydon Rail-way Co. to ship
Tanfd.-moor Tanfield-moor Coals at Hebburn, or Jarrow – taking

During my stay in London, I had several
interviews with Messrs. Harrison, Blount, Marrieo, Barnard, on the affairs of the Co: A
Contract was made with Messrs. Hanks & Co.
to supply and uphold to the extent of 1000
Waggons, if necessary for the Annl. Sum of £4
P. Waggon.

Coals

them from the Pits, at 6/ 3 P. Ch. He engaged that
the Stanhope Co. should do the same, and that they
would engage to ship the Coals, at Shields, by the
latter end of August. He was induced to make
this offer in pursuance of the original proposition of
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Leading and
shipping
Tanfield-moor
Coals.

Mr. Ellison
Pontop Water
level Drift

Mr. J.F
Harrison

Pontop Water
Course Drift

28.
the Co. viz. to guarantee the Shipment of
the Tanfield-moor Coals at 2/- Ch. less than
the present cost, but in the event of reducing
their rates to others, a similar reduction to be
made on the Tanfield-moor price. Having
reduced their rates to the Waldridge Fell
Co. he was enabled to reduce the Tanfieldmoor price to 6/ 3.
July 5th. Mr. Griffith, Mr. Ellison’s Solicitor
called upon me, to appraise me, that the
Marqs. of Bute’s Lease of the Water-Course
Drift in Pont Burn, expires next mart
and wishing to learn the intentions of
the Stanhope Co. above it – the Annl. rent
is £11. I told him I would look
at the situation the first time I went to
the Colliery.
July 7th. Met Mr. J.F Fairweather Harrison
at Anfield this Evening
July 8th. Rode to Medomsley with Mr.
J.F. Harrison, this morning, and round by
Lintz Green, to see the Pontop Water-Course
Drift. The mouth of the Drift is in the
Marqs. of Bute’s Property – the Water from
this Drift affords the chief supply to
[Bud-47-1]
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M . Ellison’s Paper Mill, and why he should
think himself entitled to any rent, at all for
the privilege of the Drift, does not appear.
The Marqs. of Bute attempted to stop this
Drift, by a Frame Dam, some time ago, but
without sump, as the Water forced itself up
through the surface of the Ground.
Tanfield- July 22d. Went over the Line of the Rail-way
moor Branch from the Tanfield-moor Pits, to the So. Pit
where the laying of the Way commenced yesterday.
o
S . Pit
Have begun to erect the Screens at the So.
Screens Pit – decided to have Malleable Iron Bars.
The 5/4 Coal W. Drifts from the Stewart
5
/4 Coal
Pit, are now nearly holing into the East
Drifts
Workings from the So. Pit. The Stewart
Pit is reputed to be 32½ Fas. Deep to the Five
Quarter Seam.
Interruption
Some stoppage has taken place in the Water
in
Course, as the Water has risen in the Staple
Water Course Pit, and Stopped the Air Course, between that
Pit, and the So. Pit, in the Hutton Seam, which
has filled the Workings with Styth. A Lamp

1834
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must be put into the Land Pit, between
which, and the So. Pit, there is a communication by the Water Course Drift – which
altho’ too small for an Air-Course, may
serve ‘till we can get something better
Number
done.
of Pitmen
So. Pit Machine The So. Pit Machine is in great progress
who can
and Hawthorn’s people say they will finish
find themMedomsley their work, in a Week. Are also making
selves with
Branch
rapid progress in laying the Medomsley Branch
Houses.
of Rail-way.
Ropes
Wrote Mr. Harrison to order Ropes for
Rail-way
Pitmen’s
the So. and Medomsley Pits. Also to sugto
Houses
gest the expending, of building 50 Pitmen’s Houses
TanfieldJuly 18th. Perused the Dft. of the Lease of Lanchester moor Colly.
Common Colliery from the Bishop to Sir
Bathurst Bt. with Mr. Donkin. Marked certain
Clauses, which seem to require modification.
Undergrd.
July 27th. Mr. Wm. Harrison called upon me to
Rail-way
Horses to be discuss the affairs of the Colliery – fixed to buy
to
bought.
7 Underground Horses 15 Hands for the So. Pit
Medomsley

31.
Hutton Seam. Desired E. Smith to
make a return of the No. of Pitmen, that
could be got in the neighbourhood, without
building any additional Houses.
Augt. 2 E. Smith furnished me with a
List of Pitmen, who could find themselves
Houses in the Neighbourhood, which gave
50 already employed. 48 Hewers wanting
employment
13 Putters ditto
2 Putters do.
Augt. 5th. Met Mr. Th. Harrison at
Anfield, and went over the Line of
Rail-way, with him, from the So. Pit
to the Conquest Pit Tanfield-moor.
Good progress is making in laying the
Way, and Mr. Mackie expects to finish it and
to commence leading Tanfield-moor
Coals, by the middle of September.
The Rail-way to Medomsley is nearly
finished, and the Ropes laid on, in 3 or 4
days. Are laying the Rolly-way in
the So. Pit E. Mothergait Hutton Seam
and preparing for Coal-work. Are also
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Five-quarter holing the Walls, by the Face of the E.
Seam.
Boards in the So. Pit Five-quarter Seam
The Coals are stowed ‘till the Machine
is ready.
The Air in the Hutton Seam is so
Hutton Seam much better within these few days, that
E. Smith expects to be able to get to the
Water-course, to the North of the Staple
Pit, and he thinks the Water is lowering
in that Pit.
Augt. 14th. Laid on the Ropes and started

1834

33.

Winnings. The Walls are firm, and good
altho’ they are 4 yards thick. At 2 or 3
Pillars further West, they seem to be stronger
but the Waste has not yet been explored to any
great extent, in this quarter.
Those Pillars will, however admit of being
wrot. to advantage, as from the rise of the
Seam to the N.W. they will work dry.
By commencing the working of these Pillars
Five Quarter a sufficient No. of places may be got, for
Seam.
stowing a Shift of men.

the So. Pit Machine.
W
Augt. 19th. Viewed the So. Pit, Five qr.
View of
and Hutton Seam So. Pit
South Pit
The Five-quarter. The Tram-way is laid
Five Quarter down the E. Mothergait, to the Face, all ready
Seam
for starting the E. Boards 10 Boards may start in
the first instance, but as soon as may be
practicable, a Rolly-way must be laid down
the Stewart Pit Drifts, and a Sheth of Boards
must be won out, both N. & So. at a point
hereafter to be fixed on.
The Tram-way is also laid along a
N. Heads. 20 yds W. of the Shaft across 32

The price formerly paid for hewing this Seam
with a 16 Peck Corf was 3s..7d. P. xx. 7d. P.
yard for holing Walls, and 6d. For narrow Bd.
For a 24 Peck Corf, at the same rate, the
price would be 5/ 4½ P. xx.
An average man would hew 12 Corves P.
day – 50 men will therefore be reqd. to hew
F In.
30 xx. a day. The 2 .. 10 of Top Coal, only of
this Seam, may be expected to be fit for the
F In.
London Market – the remaining 1 .. 11 of Splint
and Grod. Coal, may do for the Coast, or for
Landsale, and Kiln Coals.
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The Hutton Seam South Pit
The Rolly Way is laid down the E. mgt.
about 200 yards – in the N. Heads. at this
Hutton Seam Point 24 Boards may be turned. And 20 may
be turned out of a N. Heads. at 80 yds. E. from
the Shaft. The N.W. Way is at present
inaccessible for want of air, as the Styth
from the old Goves is too powerful for the
feeble Air, which the Lamp in the Loud Pit
can draw. This will be remedied, by-and-by.
The former hewing price in this Seam, was
2/ 8 P. xx. for a 20 Peck Corf. 1/- P. yard for
Walls, and 10d. for narrow Boards.
The hewing price for a 24 Peck Corf, would
therefore be 3/ 2.4 P. xx.
Medomsley. The Tram Way is laid all
ready for starting – have Pit room for turng.
Medomsley 36 Boards – 6 yard Winnings, 4 Bd. 2 Wall.
One Man may be started to hew 25 Corves a
day, or 3 Ch. 3 Bolls, but say 3 Ch.
Supposing 1/3 of small to be produced, will
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one Keel P. day. The Rail-way to
Medomsley is nearly finished, as are the screens
also – the Pit is therefore quite ready to start
work.
The So. Pit Machine Chimney will be
finished to day – the Pitmen may therefore be
set to work to take off the rusty Coal – to
clean the places tomorrow. The rusty Coals to
be teemed-by, for the Kilns, and Landsale.
Appointment
Appointed Edwd. Simpson, Thos. Bell, and
m
of
W . Gash Overmen.
Overmen
Let the Coring to Stepn. Wilson, on trial at
6d. P. xx.
Meeting with Augt. 22d. Met Messrs. Wm. Harrison,
Messrs. Harrison Marrieo, and Th. Harrison at the
and Marrieo Geo: Inn Newcastle.
The plan of manufacturing the Coals
was discussed. Till further experience &
Manufactory Knowledge of the Coals is gained, it was
of Coals
agreed to make the Walls-end, by mixing
the top Coal of 5/4 and Hutton Seam

The Pontop to be made from the So. Pit
Hutton Seam, and Medomsley to be kept
separate, as a district Coal, to be dealt

leave 2 Ch. of Ship Coals to be produced by
each Hewer daily. Or 4 men will produce
[Bud-47-1]
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with, as may seem best after trial
It was decided to put a Machine on the
Stewart Pit, to work the Five-quarter
Seam.
Mr. Wm. Armstrong was appointed Fitting
Agent with a Salary of £100 a year.
Augt. 25th. Met Messrs. Wm. & J. Harrison
and Marrieo, at the office at So. Shields
Mr. Wm. Armstrong attended, and the
mode of manufacturing the Coals, as discussed on the 22d. was confirmed. The
certificate prices were fixed as follows viz
Lanchester Walls-end – – – – 22/ 6
Windson original Pontop – – 20/Windson Tanfield Pontop – – 20/Medomsley – – – – – – – – – 22/ 6
Windson Tanfield Pontop is to be
made of the Bottom Coal of the 5/4 and
Hutton Seam, the Splint being separated.
It was agreed that all the Ships should
be taken on, at the Newcastle Fitting Office.
Mr. Morray the Engineer attended – An Agreet.
was made with him to erect an 8 Horse Winding
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Engine on the Stewart Pit – on a Cast Iron Frame
the Rope Roll to be on the Second motion, with
a sheet Iron Chimney. The price to be as follows
Engine Complete – – – – – £130
Rope Roll, with nut and
Spur Wheel –
30
Cas Sheet Iron Chimney – – 13..13.. –
Putting up the Engine – – – – 15.. – .. –
£188..13.. 0
Cast Iron Cistern for filling
the Boiler – – – –
15.. – .. –
£203..13.. 0
The Co: to build the Foundation of the Engine and
Chimney, and to set the Boiler.
Sep: 5th. Set the So. Pit to work in the
Hutton Seam – merely to take the rusty
Coal off the faces of the working places.
Sep: 6th. The Waggons (100) were sent up
the Way to Medomsley, to be ready to receive the Coals on Monday mg. – the 8th. Inst.
Sep: 7th. Met Messrs. J.F. Harrison and
Marrieo at Anfield this Evening.
Sep: 8th. Viewed the So. Pit Hutton seam
and Medomsley – Mr. Marrieo down
Pits with me. Started Coal
work in the Hutton Seam, at both places
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this morning. 19 hewers in Medomsley
and 23 in the So. Pit.
Decided to load 4 Cargoes of about

1834

39.
Seams of Coal in Lanchester Colliery
Names according to the
Thickness classification on the Tyne

F – In
1. The Shield row Seam 4 ..10
2. Five Quarter – – – – – 4 ..10

12 Keels each from Medomsley 2 of be
stand 2 of unscreened top Coal, – alternately, beginning with the best.
None of the So. Pit Hutton Seam
to be shipped ‘till next Week.
Coals first Wednesday 10th. Sep: The first Coals were led
shipped from Medomsley, and shipped at So. Shields
A public dinner was given by inhabitants of So. Shields to the Directors on the occasion
W. Ingham Esqr. M.P. in the Chair. See the
Newcastle Chronicle of 13th. Sep. 1834.
Sep: 12th. Met Mr. Marrieo at Newcastle &
discussed sundry matters relative to the Colls.
Sep: 13th. Edwd. Smith came to me at N.Castle
when I fixed the price for the Pit work as
follows viz.
Medomsley Hewing P. xx., with a 24 Peck
Corf 2/ 8
Holing walls 6d. P. yd. Narrow
Boards 8d. Heads. 10d.
o
S . Pit Hutton Hewing P. xx. 24 Peck Corf 3/ 2
Seam
Holing Walls 3/- Narrow Bd. 10d.
P. yard. Heads. 1/-

3. Brass Thill – – – – – – 4..10
4. Hutton Seam – – – – – 7 .. 0

the High-main
Metal Coal, and StoneCoal united.
The yard Coal
Bensham and
Six-quarter Seam united

5. Little Coal – – – – – – – 1 .. 8
6. Low-main – – – – – – – 3 .. 0 The Low-main
7. Crow Coal – – – – – – – 1 .. 5 Crow Coal
8. Ryton Five Qr. – – – – – 0 .. 6
The Ryton 5/4 Seam
9. Ryton Ruler Coal – – – 1 ..11 Ditto Ruler Coal
10. Harvey’s Low-main
or Busty Bank Seam
6 .. 0
The Beaumont Seam
1,2,3,4,5,6 Have all been explored in Lanchester
Common. 7,8,9,10 have been bored to in Tanfield-moor, but have not been explored in
Lanchester Common, to my Knowledge. Neither
have two lowest Seam of the series, that is
to say the Denton Low-main, and Low-low
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Sep: 17 . Viewed the Medonsley Pits.
Messrs. Marrieo and Th. Harrison down
the Pit with me.
Experiment About 10 In. of the Bottom Coal – next the
on working Thill in the Hutton Seam is courser than the
other part. We therefore made a trial to
Kirve it out, with a view, to mix the remainder of the bottom, with the top Coals. It
worked larger, but in being sent to bank
it crumbled in pieces, and would not bear
the fatigue of teeming our the screens &c.
And besides it was much deteriorated in

1834
Prices
fixed

Waged
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The Pitmen complained of the Hewing price
of 2/ 8 P. xx. being too little. On consulting
with Ed. Smith, I consented to advance 2d.,
to make 2/ 10, and fixed, other prices and
Wages, as follows viz.
Hewing P. xx. with a 24 Peck Corf 2s/10d
Putting 10d. P. xx. for 60yards, to the rise
1/- Ditto – – – – – – – to the dip
Overmen 20/- P. Week
Deputies 2/ 10 P. Day, with Prop drawing
at 10 P. Score.
Banksmen 3/- and Onsetter 2/ 10 P. day

quality by being mixed with scares and
Melts, of Brass. We therefore, decided that
it was not fit to be mixed with the top
Coal, as medomsley. The best use for it
will be, Landsale to Stanhope & adjacent Country, and to Shields, and also
for Gas Coals.
r
M . Marrieo Messrs. Wm. Armstrong & Bell were at the
and others Colliery to see the Coals, and give their
opinion, as to the markets they may be
likely to suit. They concurred in the above
opinion, as to the bottom Coal.

Kecker at Bank 12/- P. Week
Shifters 2/ 6 to 2/ 8 & 2/ 10 as they may be
worth – the Foreman 3/- P. Shift.
Custom-ho.
The Custom-house Officers have not yet
officers got all the Waggon’s weighed, which is causing
much inconvenience in the leading of the
Coals.
Have removed the Gin from the Stewart
Oval Pit to the Oval Pit, to rid out, and repair that
Shaft, with a view to gain access to the
water-course. Went down the Rail-way
with Messrs. Marrieo, Th. & Jno. Harrison, and
Mr. Bell from the So. Pit to the Newcastle
and Durham Turnpike – they went on to
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Shields.
Octr. 9th. Met Mr. Marrieo, and T. Harrison
r
M . Marrieo at So. Shields, and discussed various matters
relative to the separating and mixing of
the several sorts of Coals, and as to increasing the power of the Medomsley
Machine. &c. which an account of the
great proportion of small made cannot
draw Work enough.
Octr. 11th. E. Smith reported the continued
Water-course Stoppage of the Water-course, and the
regular rising of the Water in the Staple
Pit. The tail of the Water has now
reached the Face of the So. Pit E. mothergait, in the Hutton Seam. This is a serious
affair, and requires immediate attention
Oval Pit
The ridding out of the oval Pit is stopped
as the Shaft seems to be filled up solid
from the Bottom. The attempt to let off the
Water by boring thro’ the rubbish has failed
and the quantity is too great to be drawn

1834
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the quantity of Water at present discharging
from the mouth of the Level, to be very
small – only about 1 In. deep – used to be
about 11 Inches. It is therefore clear that the
Level is nearly choked up somewhere.
Octr. 14th. Met Marrieo, & T. Harrison
Water-course at Anfield. On considering the subject
of the water-course it was deemed expedient
to endeavour to make an Agreet. with
the Marqs. of Bute Miss Simpson and
Mr. Ellison for the use of the Level thro’
their respective properties, which lie near it’s
mouth, without delay, and I wrote a line
to Mr. Joe Grey the Marquiss’ Agent, to
request a meeting with him next Sa. on
the Subject. If we accomplish this object
a cleaning out and thorough repair of the
Drift from it’s mouth upwards must be
made. If we cannot come to an agreet.
with those parties on eligible terms, it may
ultimately become necessary to build an

by the Gin. Edwd. Smith reports

Engine on the Staple Pit, to drain the
Colliery.
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Oct . 14 . Examined the Medomsley Workings with
View of
Messrs. Marrieo, Th. Harrison. On accot.
Medomsley of the bad parting at the roof the top
is very bad to wedge down & the Hewers
complain of work being hard. On
giving the subject due consideration I
thought it reasonable to give 2d. P. xx.
addition on the hewing price making
it 3/- instead of 2/ 10.
The putters also applied for an advance
Prices
and I agreed to give them 2d. P. xx. adadvanced ditional – making the price 1/- instead of
10d. for 60 yards, with an increase of 1d. P. xx.
for every 20 yards further. They were not
satisfied with this, and demanded a further increase for dip putting – this I refused, and gave over work, but the
Hewers took their Trams & kept the work
going as well as they could.
This led me to investigate the cost of
putting the Coals, with Ponies, as following
– Ponies of 12 to 13 Hands being sufficiently
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strong for the purpose.
Estimate of Weekly Cost of a Poney.
Cost £10 Interest & Wear & tear to
£
Keep up Stock 50/- P. Ann. P. Week 0.. 1.. 0
Comparative ¾ Boll Oats at 5/- – – – – – – – – – – – – 0.. 4.. 9
Estimate
12 Stones of Hay at 6d. – – – – – – – – – 0.. 6.. 0
of the Cost Shoeing 3½, Trapping Madicine
of putting
and HorseKeeper 1/ 3½ – –
0.. 1.. 7
by Boys
P. Week – – £0..13.. 4
and Ponies 5½ Working days P. week 13/ 4 = 2/ 9 ¾ P. workg
5½
day. The present putting rank is 140 yards
which costs 1/ 4 P. xx.
Distance for a corf 140 X 2 = 280 X 20 =
5600 yards travelled for a Score.
A Poney will travel 10 miles – then 1760
X 10 = 17600 yards which ÷ 5600 = 3.14 say
3 Scores a day to be put by each Poney
Then at the present ra[n]k 1/ 4 he
s. d.
would earn – – – – – – – –
4.. 0
Cost as above – – 2..9¾
Driver – – – 1..2
– – – – 3..11¾
Saving in favour of Ponies – – – – –
exclusive of furtherance for
helping up.
After discussing the subject in all it’s
bearings we decided to purchase 10 Ponies
to put the Coals from the dip – and to keep
the Putters in check.
1834

o

Agreed to give the Putters in the S . Pit
2d. P. xx. more the same at Medonsley.

45.
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request relative to the Water-course thro’
Shares in the Collierly Estate, which belongs to the

Also to give the Hewers 2d. P. xx. more where
the Band is above 6 In. thick, in the Hutton
Seam So. Pit.
Mode of
Had a Jud made in the Five-quarter Seam
working by Kerving out the 9 In. Splint above the
this Five Qr. bottom Coal. This ansd. so well that we
Seam.
resolved to work the Seam in this way
and to have the bottom Coal under-foot
– to be worked with 16 Peck Corves – 5
Doz. Corves to be prepared.

Collierly
Estate

Collierly
Watercourse

Mr. Murry the Engineer met at the
Murray So. Pit – the 8 Horse drawing Engine, on this
Engineer Pit will be ready in a Week.
Mr. Golightly it was agreed to increase the
Power of the Engine by putting the Rope
Wheels on the 1st. motion, and by raising
the Steam to 40 lbs P. Inch as Golightly
thinks the Boiler strong enough to bear
it.
Octr. 18th. Mr. Joe Grey called upon me at my

following parties in undivided shares. The
Marqs. of Bute, Weed Park 6/24 x – – – – – – – 6/24
– – Ditto – – – – – – – – – 8/24
– Miss Simpson – – – – – 3/24
Miss Sarah & Ann Bonner 4/24
Collierly – – 18/24
Wm. Geo: Ellison Esqr. – – 3/24
X Supposed to include 3/24th. Belonging to Mrs. Bates
Mr. Gray says the Marqs. of Bute while Lessee
of Lanchester Common Colly. pd. £90P. Ann. for
the privilage of water-course thro’ Collierly. I sd.
I expected they wd. now be satisfied with the
same amot. of rent. He thought not, as the Marqs. the
Colliery. I offered a £100 – he thought this also
too little, but said he would write the Marqs.
on the subject. Mr. Gray is of opinion that
Mr. Ellison will be the most difficult to deal
with.
Ed. Smith reported that the Water is rising
rapidly – about 2 In. perp. in 48 hours.
He reports that the Medomsley putters returned
to work after we left last Tuesday, and have behaved very well since. I therefore suspended the
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order for buying the Ponies, and only to get
two Asses from Washington, which have been
accustomed to the work, to put the dip Coals
on trial.
Octr. 24th. Had a conference with Mr. Marrieo at the Office Newcastle – explained
to him the customary mode in which
Collieries, and Way-leaves are rated
to the poor &c.
Waggonmen finding Horses find the
Grease for the waggons
Ditto – – – driving the Co’s Horses have

1834
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as can be [hung on, or the 4 Banksmen can
Strike. The Stewart Pit is nearly ready, but
Stewart Pit the foundation Walls for the Pully-frame &
Machine the heap-stead, are not ready. The resting
heap of Drift Coals must be led away before the heap-stead can be walled.
Rise of
The water is still rising in the Hutton
Water.
Seam, it is now 15 ft. deep in the Staple Pit
And within 20 feet of the top of a staple
near the mouth of the Level in Collierly. It
rises at the same rate in this Staple, as in
the Staple Pit, which shews that the Stop-

the Grease supplied by the Co.
Leading It was agreed that the Co: should beTanfield- gin to lead and Ship the Tanfieldmoor Coals moor Coals next Monday the 3d. Nov:
Gave Mr. Marrieo a Statement of the
Leading cost of leading and shipping the Washington
Washington Coals at Bill-quay, as a guide to the
Coals
Co: for framing a proposal for shipping
them at Shields
Octr. 29th. At the Colliery. The alteration
Medomsley of the Medomsley Machine has answered
Machine the purpose – it can draw 90 Corves an
alteration hour with ease, which is as much work

page is between the mouth of the Level
and the Staple.
Workings
Wrought in the Fortnight ending the 29th.
Octr. with 24 Peck Corves, at
The So. Pit – – 324 xx.
xx.
Medomsley – 381
705 = 1762½ Chs.
which at 25 Forts. A year is equal to 44062½
Chs. a Year, gross produce.
Shipping Novr. 4th. Met Mr. Morriss at the office at
Washington So. Shields, to confer with Messrs. Marrieo and
Coals
Harrison, on the subject of shipping [Iow] Washington Coals at Shields. Agreed upon the
preliminaries of a negotiation for that purpose.
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Nov . 8 . M . Joe Grey called upon me to
r
M . Joe Grey say that he had heard from the Marqs. of Bute
Water Course who was disposed to treat with the Co: for
the Water-course leave, thro’ Pontop, but he first
Collierly Estate wished to take the opinion of some professional
person, as to what he ought to have for the
accommodation. He said the Marqs. would
sell the Colliery Estate to the Co: I replied
that they might probably purchase if the price
was reasonable
Bog Pit
The top of the Bog Pit was opened out about
a fortnight ago, which has greatly improved
the Air in the N.W. workings in the So. Pit
Hutton Seam, and allowed the laying of the
Rolly-Way into that quarter to be commenced
Perusal of
Novr. 15th. Met Messrs. Marrieo & Harrison
t
Waggon Agree . with Jos. &
Hawks, at Mr. Donkins Office
to peruse the Dft. of the Agreet. with Messrs.
Hawks for finding the Waggons which was
settled subject to the approval of the genl.
Board of directors in London.
View of
Novr. 18th. Viewed the So. Pit, in the Hutton and
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in the N.W. way has continued so good ever since
the Bog Pit was uncovered, that the laying of the Rollyway, into that quarter has been completed
without interruption or difficulty. This Way will
therefore be ready to replace the E. Way whenever
it may become necessary.
In driving a Headways So. from the Shaft, the
Band is found to thicken rapidly, and the bottom
Coal turns coarser. But in driving W. the Band
[their], and the quantity of the bottom Coal improves
– in going 40 yards W. the Band has thinned 4
In. I therefore, decided to push away a pair of W.
narrow Boards to prove the Coal, in that direction
It appears to me that whenever it may be
necessary to work the So. E. Coal, that it must
be worked as a 3 ft. Seam, above the Band only
Are working about 36 or 37 xx. P. day at present
– the top Coal, only is resided as Lanchester Wallsend, the greater part of the Bottom Coal is teemed
by, abd is accumulating into a large heap.
Are working 8 or 10 xx. P. day out of the Fivequarter Seam in the So. Pit, with a 24 Peck Corf

So. Pit

Five qr. Seam In the Hutton Seam, the Air

at nights. The Coals are drawn with a Single
Rope. The workings are to the N.E. and S.E.
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of the Shaft – the winnings are only 8 yards
for the sake of getting the work raised while
the Stewart Pit is winning-out.
The top Coal is vended as W-end, and the
Splint, and bottom Coal is sent to the Kilns.
The Stewart Pit Machine, is now completed
and the ropes will be laid on tomorrow –
the winning out of the Five-qr. Seam will
therefore commence without delay.
The Water continues to rise regularly at the
rate of about 4 In. P. Week, both at the Staple
Pit, and in the Staples near the mouth of the
Drift, which shews that the stoppage must be
very near the mouth of the Level.
Novr. 19th. Viewed the Medomsley Colliery this mg.
Messrs. Marrieo & Th. Harrison with me
The middle Band is thickening very much to
the So. E. but as the middle Band thickens
the lower Band disappears, and the bottom Coal
improves quality. Decided therefore to Kerve
in the coarse Coal at the bottom, then to wedge
down, and make as much round as possible from below the middle Band – to mix
with the top Coal, as Medomsley Wall-end
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by this means the produce of the best Coals will be
much increased. As the Kirving out of the bottom
Keeker
Coal, will have to be particularly attended to, fixed
appointed
Joe Brown, as a Keeker, to look after the Hewers
to see that they do the work properly.
Edwd. Smith having learnt thro’ Mr. McKinley
Mr. Ellison
Mr. Ellison’s tenant, at the paper Mill, that Mr.
willing to
Ellison was disposed to treat with us for the Water
treat for
Course thro’ Collierly. I wrote Mr. Ellison to say
Water Course that the Co: would be glad to treat with him, and
that I should feel obliged if in the mean time
he would allow us to clear out the mouth of the
n
Jon . Stawpert Level. Jonathan Stawpert, the Enginewright says
accot. of the that when they put the Frame dam, into the drift
rise of the
some years ago, the Water rose to the height of 17 Fas.
Water.
in the Staple Pit, before it forced the dam, which is
higher than it is now.
Novr. 22d. Mr. Ellison of Lintz Hall called
upon me at the Arcade, and after a little
conversation, he agreed to allow us to use
any means we might think proper for removing the stoppage in the Water-course. And
he said he would be satisfied with the
same amot. of rent for his share, as the other
proprietors would agree to take. I also
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saw M . Armstrong who agreed on
behalf of the Misses Bonner to the same
terms as Mr. Ellison, and gave me leave
to commence the clearing out of the mouth
of the Level. I applied to Mr. Mw.
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Bore-rods down the Staple to see it by plinging them amongst the rubbish he could loosen
it as if the Water once finds a passage through
it will soon make way for itself and clear
all away. The Level is of an oval or Egg

Mr. Mattw.
Wheatley

Wheatley for a similar permission on the
part of Miss Simpson, but he did not feel
himself at liberty to do so, until he consults
the Tanfield Lea people on the subject.
In consequence of the leave granted by
Mr. Ellison & Mr. Armstrong. I directed E.
Smith, to proceed to examine the mouth of
the Level without delay
Novr. 29th. Ed Smith reported that he had
been up the Level about 80 yards from it’s
mouth where he found it completely choaked
up at the bottom od a Staple. The Stoppage
is occasioned by the drift being choaked up
by whin & Thorn roots, with clay & rubbish
which had fallen down the Staple. The
pressure of Water was so great, and the
drift is so small, that he durst not take
any steps in the drift to remove the
obstruction. I directed him to pass the

Shipment
of
Washington
Coals at
Shields
Mr. Joe Grey
Conversation
relative to
the Co:
Shipping
the Tanfield
Lea Coals

Shape, and firmly built with Ashler Work.
Dec: 1st. Waited upon Mr. Marrieo at So.
Shileds with Mr. Morriss, and agreed with him
for the leading of the Washington Coals and
shipping them at Shields.
Dec: 6th. Met with Mr. Joe Grey in N.Castle
told him I had heard that he had intimated a disposition to treat with the
Stanhope Co: for leading, and shipping the
Tanfield-lea Coals at So. Shields, and that
if so, I should be glad to be of use to
him, in opening the way to a negotiation
between him, and the Co: for that purpose.
He said that he saw little prospect of the
Blaydon & Hebburn Co: doing anything for
them, and that he should be disposed to pre[fer] the Stanhope Line, if Lord Ravensworth
would exonerate him from his engagement to
go by the Blaydon Line, which he thought his
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Dec: 6th. Ldp. Would do, unless the Blaydon Co:
Mr. Joe Grey would very shortly decide to convey the
tending to a Coals, Which he by no means thought
treaty with likely. The chief difficulty he apprehended
the Co: for with the Stanhope Co: was the laying of
Shipping the Branch from the Colly. to join their
Tanfield-Lea Line. If they wd. lay the Branch he thought
Coals.
it would enable him to agree with them
and he requested me to name the subject
to the Directors. This I undertook to do
but observe that they would naturally
expect to have the affair of the Water
course thro’ Collierly settled at the same
time. He replied that this might be
fair enough, but added that he had
taken a professional opinion on the affair
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Dec: 6th. neighbourhood, to proceed with the opening
out of the Water-course.
Dec: 8th. Have succeeded in clearing out the
Stoppage Water-course up to the point of interruptn.
in
at 188 yards from the mouth of the drift
Water-course And have increased the discharge of water
partly re- very considerably.
lieved.
The stoppage is occasional by a fall at
one of the Staples, and by the Staple being
filled up with brush wood and rubbish.
As Mr. Grey has given us permission to go
into the Marqs. of Butes’ property, this Staple
must be ridded out to the surface of the
Water, and then an effort must be made wth.
the Bore-rods to obtain sufficient water-way
through the rubbish ‘till it is run off so, as

of the Water-course, and that the rent
he was advised to ask for the use of it
was propably more than I would expect
but not urge the point at present
And after some general Conversation on
the subject, he gave me leave on the part
of the Marqs. of Bute as an act of good

to admit of more effectual means being used
View of
Viewed Medomsley Colliery, and found the
Medomsley plan of working by separation going on very
well – the Kervings cost, amount to between
2 and 3 Corves to the Score.
Dec: 9th. Viewed the Stuart Pit Five-quarter
– too much dead Small is made by the
falling of the top to allow the Coals being
sent as Walls-end unscreened. I therefore
decided to stow the workings, with the Splint
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Stuart Pit and to put the whole of the Coals sent to
Dec: 8th. Bank over a short ½ In. Screen to shake
the dead small, and dust out of them.
This I think will make the Coals as good
as the mine is capable of producing them.
View
The So. Pit Hutton Seam. Complaints
o
S . Pit
have been made of the smallness of the
Hutton Seam Lanchester Walls-end Coals, I examined the
Seam for the purpose of devising some plan
for producing them in a rounder State.
The only way to improve the Coals is to
work by separation. I decided to stow
the Kervings, and nickings, after raking off
the Chingle, which must go as Pontop, and
the hand picked round only to go as
Lanchester Walls-end. The making of
these Coals in this manner will be attended with a great sacrifice, as I don’t
think that more than one half of the
top Coal, will be Walls-end.
Ordered the Blacksmith to make Iron
Rakes for raking off the Chingle from
the Kervings, and Nickings.
The Price to be paid for this separation
must be fixed after trial.
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Mr. Joe Grey Dec: 10th. Recd. a Letter from Mr. Joe Grey to
Letter from say that the annul. Rent set by the Marqs. of
Asks £300 a Bute’s advisers for the Pontop Water-course
Year for
was £300 for the whole – together with comPontop & pensation for any damage of Grod. that might
Collierly
be made by opening it, or Keeping it in
Water Course repair. And discharging us from further
proceedings if this was not complied with.
Sent this Letter to Mr. Marrieo.
Dec: 12th. Met Mr. Marrieo in Newcastle,
r
M . Marrieo when on discussing the subject of Mr. J. Grey’s
Letter, he authorized me, to offer him £150 a
Year for the Pontop Water Course, as the ultimatum of the Co. He also authorized me
to treat with Mr. Grey for the purchase of the
Stob-house Estate.
The next Colliery Pay to finish the year.
Directed me to make an approximate estimate
of the expence of laying the Coals at Bank
the gross produce, on the following scale of
quantities viz.
Ch.
Medomsley – – – – – 30000
So. Pit – – 15000
Stuart do. 15000
30000
60,000
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The Colliery Bills, in future to be made up
to the Tuesday, and the Money to be paid
on the Friday Morning.
A Putter Killed in the Hutton
Killed.
Seam So. Pit, by a fall of Stone from the roof
Water broke The Water broke away in the Collierly level
away, in last Tuesday, and has since discharged an
Collierly immense quantity of Water. The Water in
Level.
the Staple Pit is lowering rapidly.
Dec: 13th. Mr. Joe Grey called upon me –
Meeting with he was offended at my offer of £150 a
Joe Grey year for the Water-course, which he considers utterly inadequate, altho’ he admitted that the former Rent was only
Collierly £90 P. ann: He desired we might disconWater course tinue the clearing of the Drift. I told
him I had the leave of 2 of the proprietors
which I thought sufficient authority for
proceeding. He thought not, and said he
would stop us by filling up the Staples
in the Marquiss’ property. I replied there
might be some doubt as to the legality of
such a proceeding on the part of the other
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Proprietors, which ended the Coversation on
this subject. He promised to furnish me
with the particulars of the Stob-house Estate
in a few days.
Dec: 18th. Received the Valuation of Stob Ho:
Estate from Mr. Jos. Grey. It Contains
A R P.
Arable Land – – – – 100.. 3 .. 3
Rent
Plantations & Water
£100..0..0
including Builds. – 21.. 2..15
Houses, Cottages, Gardens, Byer
Stables & Smiths Shop – – – – – – 18..0..0
£118..0..0
£118 Rental Value – – – – – – – – £2850..0..0
Value of 2 large Granaries – – – – 200..0..0
A Threshing Machine – – – – – – – 40..0..0
£3090..0..0
The Estate pays a Rent of 4d. P. Acre to the
Bishop of Durham. Also a Rent for 3
parcels of Ground on the late Lanchester
Common, lying within the Estate of £1..0..8
P. Ann. It is free of all Tithes
Sent the Valuation to Mr. Marrieo, and
recommended the Co: to purchase
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Dec: 31 . Estimated the Cost of laying
the Coals on Bank at the several Pits
– the gross quantity, only allowing 1/10th. of
the whole produce to be deducted for
Colliery consumption, as follows viz. s. d.
Medomsley – 30,000 Ch. yearly
5/ 1 P. Ch.
from the Hutton Seam 1/ 11 P. Ton
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Jany. 28th. Dined with Mr. J.F. Harrison in
London, and talked over the affairs of the
Colliery with him.
Feb. 18th. Wed: Attended a meeting of the
Gas Coal Commer. of the Coal-trade to discuss
Collieries the prices of the Gas Coals. The following
Colls.
Representatives

South Pit – – 15,000 Ch. yearly
6/ 11½ P. Ch.
from the Hutton Seam 2/ 7½ P. Ton
Stuart’s Pit – 15,000 Ch. yearly
7/ 0¾1 P. Ch.
from the Five-quarter Seam 2/ 8 P. Ton
Note 1d. P. Ch: = 0.377d. P. Ton
3 ditto – – 1.132 do.
6 ditto – – 2.264 do.
1/ ditto – – 4.538 do.
Summit level Mem: When the Water burst away in
of Water the Colly. Water-course, on the 9th. Dec:
when it burst it was standing 43½ Feet high, above the
away
Thill of the Hutton Seam, in the Staple Pit

Felling –
Heworth – – – – – – Mr. J. Brandling
Jarrow – – – – – – – Mr. W. Turner
Low-moor
Springwell –-- – – N. Wood
Pelaw-main –
Sheriff-hill – – – – – Joe Lamb
Stanhope & Tyne – Marrieo
St. Lawrence
Tanfield-lea
Tyne-main – – – – – N. Wood
Walls-end – – – – – J. Buddle
Usworth
Waldridge
As so many of the Collieries were not represented, nothing definitive was done, but
the absentees were written to – to acquaint them
with the general wish of the Trade that no
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contracts should be entered into with the
Gas Cos: but that each Colly. should sell
fairly at their nominal prices.
Feb. 19th. Thursday Viewed the So. Pit Hutton
Seam. In consequence of the Air-course
being freed at the Staple Pit, by the burst
away of the Water, in the Collierly Level
Access has ben gained to the N.W. Way
in the So. Pit, which is now on course of
preparation, and will soon be ready for
Coal-work.
When the fathermost N.W. narrow
Boards in this Way, are holed into the Loud
Pit Waste, are independent Air-course will
be obtained, which will prevent further
inconvenience from any future stoppage in
the water-course. These Narrow Boards
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S . Head . been driven, and has got the
same Hitch & danty Coal at 40 yards in.
In the first of those Heads. two Juds have
been tried to work the long way which so
far has answered very well. The extension
of this System is for future considerations
– the Juds were 12 yards wide.
The Coal is looking remarkably well to
Workings the So. and West – the Band thins rapidly
to the N. & West.
Total workings last Fortnt. ending 7th. Inst.
xx.
Medomsley – – – – – – 390
So. Pit – – – – – – – – 375
Hutton S.
Stuart 316 – 16 P. C – 210..13 Five Qr.
24 Peck Corves – – 975..13
The Bankmen at So. Pit, complain

have about 90 yards to go, to the Loud
Pit waste.
Have driven a So. Heads. from the
shaft, where it is stopped for the present
by a sown-cast Hitch of 18 In. and
danty Coals with Water – at 60 yds. in
At 60 yds. W. of the Shaft another

Bankmens very much of their Wages 36/- P. Fort. for
Wages 12 days, being too small, considering the hardness
of their work – particularly as they have 2/P. Week to pay for Lodgings. Gave them
1/- P. Week more ‘till Houses can be procured
for them.
All the Workmen complain of the great
inconvenience they are put to from the want
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of Houses. The people, having Houses
Pitmen &C. have advanced the rate of lodging from
Lodgings. 1/ 6 to 2/- a Week, and the Shop-keepers
are also imposing upon them by advancing
the prices of their goods
The double Screens for taking the Dustout of the Medomsley small, were set
to work yesterday.
Stuart
March 3d. Viewed the Stuart Pit.
Pit
Five-quarter Seam.
Five-Quarter
Examined the Workings very attenSeam
tively, to see if it is practicable to clean
the Coals underground, effectually so as
take out the Brass Melts, and the
thin piece of Splint, called the Inchings
which lies on the top of the Coal, next
to the Kennel.
I found the Brass-lumps lying in
such a desultory manner in the Seam and
so scattered through the Coal, that it is
impossible to separate them effectually
Underground, and even at bank they
cannot be taken out without breaking
the Coals very much. The Inch of
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Splint which lies upon the top of the Seam
separates very well from the Kennel, but it
adheres so firmly to the Coal that it cannot be separated without causing great
breakage of the Coals, and it is so short
and brittle itself, that it crumbles to
pieces and mixes so with the Coals, in
attempting to separate it, that it is
impossible to pick it out by Candlelight, as it cannot be distinguished from
the Coals. I therefore found it necessary
to relinquish the idea of compelling the
Hewers to separate it underground, and
must depend upon the vigilance of the
Walers for picking it, as well as the
smaller Brass Lamps, out, at Bank.
The N. Winning Heads. is now 160
Yards in from the Shaft, and 8 W. and
3 E. Boards are turned. The Seam is
quite dry in this direction but the Coal
is rather more tender, tho’ very clear and
bright than it is to the Westward.
The So. Heads. is 70 yards in from the
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Mar. 3d. Shaft, and has dipped about a yard in
that distance. The Men complained very
Stuart Pit much of the price of holing the walls
being too little. It is only 6d. P. yd. I
agreed to give them 8d., but took 2d.
off the narrow Bd. price, which reduces it to 8d. P. yard also.
Gin to be
Ordered E. Smith to put the
put upon small Gin, from the Oval – upon the
the
Bone Pit – to have the Shaft exd.
Bone Pit. to see what repairs it may require
to enable us to get into the WaterCouirse. The heavy Wind this morng.
Waggons blue 6 full Waggons from the siding
broken at the So. Pit, down to the junction
with the Anfield Plane where
they were upset, and very much broken
Similar accidents may be avoided by
having a Lock & Chain, to one of the
Waggon Wheels – the foremost of the
set, to secure them at the siding, by
chaining them to a ground Post They
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Wheels were dragged on this occasion
notwithstanding which the Wind was
so strong as to force the Waggons away
March 10th. Met Messrs. Wm. Harrison, Marrieo, W m.
Meeting at Armstrong, and Edwd. Smith at the office at So. Shields
So. Shields in consequence of the complaints received from
all quarters of the foulness of the Coals.
Cleaning of
On the fullest investigation, we were satisfied that
Colas
there was just cause for this complaint, and that
if possible it must be removed.
It was, therefore, resolved that the Pits should not
commence work before day-light, and that the Wailers
should be set on by the Boll, to stimulate their exertions
And that the Heap inspector should be made responsible
for the effectual clearing of the Coals
rs
Mess . Har- Mar. 16. Waited upon Messrs. W. Harrison &
rison, and Marrieo at the office So. Shields in conseMarrieo quence of a Letter I had recd. from Mr.
Ben: Bray, claiming compensation for wayB. Bray leave for leading Tanfield-moor Coals thro’
his Anfield Farm. These Gent. on behalf of
the Co: undertook to guarantee Mr. Pitt against
any claim for Way-leave from Mr. Bray, and
authorized me to write him in ansr. to his
Letter of the 14th. Inst. that the Wagg: Way
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was laid by the Co: and belongs to them
and that he must look to them for compensation if he could substantiate a claim
to any.
Screening March 20th. Examined the mode of screening
and Wailing and wailing the Coals at all the Pits.
Found a great improvements at the Stuart Pit
from having widened the screens to 5/8th. which
takes out about 1/7th. of Small. The best Coals
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Men to assist the Bankmen, in tramming
out. They ought to be got off for Landsale
or otherwise of almost any price. It is for
consideration whether it may not be worth while
Apparatus to put up an apparatus to hoist them up, to
to hoist Coals get them Screened, by which a better description
of Coal might be produced from them. Ordered
Jonn. Stawpert to look out amongst the Founders
for the patterns of two small spur wheels for

seem now to be as effectually cleaned by the
Cleaning Wailers as they can be. Ordered the Small
the Coals Coal branch to be lowered, to give more height
for the Waggon under the Screen, to allow
the small Coals to run more freely out of
the trap.
The So. Pit Coals too seem to be effectually
cleaned in the wailing. The bottom Coal in
the W-way, has become so clean, and bright
as to be equal to the Top – I therefore
ordered it to be mixed with the Top Coal.
The unscreened bottom Coal is a great
nuisance lying at the Pit, and requires

Stock of
timber
required

a hoisting apparatus for this purpose to be
ready if they shd. be required.
The Medomsley Coals are coming in very good
condition, but in their anxiety to execute an
order for Bean Coals, before the Screens were
properly prepared for the purpose, a quantity of
dead small I fear, has been permitted to mix
with the Walls-end. I pointed out a remedy
for this. Are quite out of Timber at the
Colliery – wrote Mr. Marrieo recommending the
following little stock to be ordered viz.
10 or 12 Loads of Scotch Firr
150 Gottenburgh or Norway 3 In. Firr Plancks
1 Load of Oak Crib Wood, and one Load of
Straight Oak Timber.
Decided to let the Tentale of the Smith
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Work to M . to M . Turnbull, and the Wood-work
to Jonn. Stawpert, to commence from the
Inst. – according to the proposals they
made
Stuart and April 6th. Examined the Screens & at the
So. Pits
Stewart and So. Pits, and think them no
win as good a state as they can well be
placed.
Medomsley April 7th. Viewed the Medomsley Pit.
The W. Mothergait Drift is 190 yards up
from the Shaft, and has got into a region of
deteriorated Peacock-tail Coal, which will, I
apprehend continue all the way to the Crop
of the Seam. The other W. Boards too
as they come up in succession are also getting
this Coal. I therefore decided to stop the W.
Workings for the present at least.
To the So. and E. of the Pits the Seam is in
the greatest perfection, and as the main Field
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Way Underground, to the present Pits, than by
sinking a pair of new Pits. I therefore gave
orders to push forward on E. rolly-way mothergait drift for this purpose
In some of the far So. E. Boards, the Band is
18 In. thick, but the Coal, both top and bottom is
very good, and works dry, and bright.
I agreed to allow the Heap Inspector 1/ 6 a Week
to pay his Lodgings, as an encouragement to him
to be vigilant, in getting the Coals cleaned.
April 16th. The Stuart Pits Men & on the 17th. the
So. Pits Men stopped for an advance of hewing
price, and to have their Lodgings paid. Mr. W.
Harrison, consented to pay them 1/ 6 P. Week
for Lodgings, and the question of price was
to be left to me, on way returned from London
Ap: 21st.[Tuesday] Tuesday. Met Messrs. Wm. Harrison
Marrieo &
at the office So. Shields –
discussed the affairs of the Colly. – particularly the

of whole Coal lies in that direction I decided
after examining the surface of the Grod. And
taking all other circumstances into Considrn.
that it will be better to work the N.E. or
well as part of the So. E. Coal, by a Rolly

Shields
View of
So. Pit
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being pushed forward to explore the extent
of the Loud-Pit workings, in that direction
The Seam is very good, as to admit of being
mixed with the Top, as best Coal. The
Top is very strong, and works large Coals
but is considerably mixed with Brass melts
which causes much breakage in the Coals
in taking out the Brasses.
Have only two Jenkins going in the
E. way Broken, and as soon as a sufficient No. of places can be got ready in
the W. way, to stow the men, the working
of the E. way Broken will cease, as
the quantity of the Coal is not so good there
besides working much fouler than in the
W. Way.
I took all the pains in my power to
investigate, and ascertain, if the claim
of the men for an advance on the Hewing
price was well founded. The result was
that it was not well founded, as the
fair average men, can earn 4/- a day
The present hewing price is 3/- P. xx. for
a 24 Peck Corf – The Nickings & Kervings
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strike of the Men for an advance of Price, &
agreed to meet at the Colliery tomorrow.
Ap:22d. Wed. Viewed the Hutton Seam
Workings in the So. Pit – have now 16 Boards
including the two narrow Boards, going to
the N.W. of the Pit. The 2 narrow Boards
are

75.

are raked, and the Small cast back to
the extent of 1½ Corves to the Score for which
the men are paid at the rate of 3/- P. xx. the
same, as for the hand & shovel filled Coals
Hewing prices The price for hewing the Five-quarter in
the Stuart Pit, with a 16 Peck Corf, is 3/ 10
P. xx. for the hand filled Coals. The Shovel
filled 3/ 4 P. xx. 3 Corves of Splint for every
15 Corves of the best Coals, on cast back for
which the men, are paid at the rate of
3/ 4 P. xx. At these prices a fair average
Man can make from 3/ 6 to 4/- a day
The No. of Men & Boys at present employed is as follows
Medomsy. So. Pit Stuart
o
N . of
Hewers
50
51
44
People
Putters
18
17
16
employed.
Bankmen
3
2
2
Brakemen
1
1
1
Firemen
1
1
1
Keckers above & below
2
1
2
Overmen
1
1
1
Deputy ditto
2
2
2
Tram-way men
1
1
1
Shifters
79
77
70

Total
145
51
7
3
3
5
3
6
3
7
233
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April 22d. of the foregoing persons, 233 wd. according to
Mr. Harrison unconditional promise be intitles to Lodging money, which at 1/ 6 ea.
P. Week wd. amount to £33..9..0 P. Fortt. or
£869..14..0 a year.
Mr. Marrieo
On conferring with Mr. Marrieo, on all
these matters, it was decided, that it was
not necessary, or prudent to advance the
price of hewing in either the So. or Stuart
Pit.
That it was expedient, under existing
circumstances, owing to the want of Hewers
and the description of men, which seek employment at the Colliery. That 2/9th. The
present complement of Hewers say 100 and
a proportionate No. Putters should be
found for 12 mo:
That the Hewers not having Houses shd.
be paid 1/ 6 P. week, and the Boys 1/- Lodgg.
money, And that the Hewers having Houses
should have Ho: rent – say 50/to 52/ 6 a year. The Lodging money and
Ho: rent to be paid once a Quarter.
That the men refusing to comply with
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those conditions should not be any longer
employed.
April 28th. 1835 Tuesday At Medomsley &
Lanchester Common.
Have not bound any Hewers yet,
Binding but they seem to be quite satisfied with
Pitmen the Lodging Money, and are working very
steadily. Gave E. Smith orders to bind any
strangers (Good Workmen) who might apply
for work, then to bind some of the Householders in the neighbourhood, and thus to go
on in detail, without calling ant formal
Binding. The Coals are improved in appearance, both at Medomsley, and the So. Pit
The Bottom Coal, to the N.W. in the So. Pit
is now so good as to admit of being mixed
with the Top, as Lanchester W.end; but the
whole of the Bottom Coal, at Medomsley is
taken out, as Bradley-main – which is about
one half of the produce
May 12th. Tuesday Viewed Medomsley
View of Pit, Mr. Th. Harrison with me. The
Medomsley Band is thickening to the Eastward, in
the Hutton Seam considerably. Gave
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directions for winning out places to make
Pit room for raising the utmost quantity
of work by single Shift.
To enable the Pit to draw full work an
accommodation Branch must be laid, to
bring the empty Waggons, in regular &
uninterrupted succession, under the W.
screen. When this is done, 50 to 60 xx.
a day may be worked.
Produce of
Tried the out making of the several
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xx. Co.
Ch.
Stuarts Pit 351..4 of 16 P. Corves = 585
Produced 272 Ch. of W. End or 46½ P. Cwt
Small Screened out, independnt.
of Splint Stowed Undergd. 53 ½
Wrote Mr. Wm. Harrison the managing
Director, a statement of this affair – to apprize
him of the enormouse sacrifice of mine ^<contingent> on the
manufacture of Walls-end Coals.
Weight of
Had 10 – 24 Peck Corves of the So. Pit Hut-

W.End Coals Pits, and found the produce of the Walls-end
Coals to be follows. The produce of
other sorts cannot yet be ascertained
as they have been regularly led away
as wrought.
In the Fortnight ending the 2d. May the
several Pits worked as follows viz.
xx.
Ch.
Medomsley 425 of 24 Peck Corves = 1062.5
which produced only 349 Ch. of W.End
Consequently the produce of
Walls-end was, nearly 0.33 P. Cwt.
Bradley-main & Small 67
xx. co.
Ch.
The So. Pit 488..8 of 24 Peck Corves = 1221
Produced 498 Ch. of W. End or 40 P. [cwt]
Bottom Coal & Small – – – – 60

Coals.

Cw s. lbs
ton Seam Coals weighed – they averaged 6.. 3..15.9
P. Corf. Eight Corves to the Chaldr.
Cw s. lbs
Cw s. lbs
Then 6.. 3..15.9 X 8 = 55.. 0..15 to the Ch.
which is 2..0..15 more than the standard
Ch. of 53 Cwt.
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A
Award. Nich: Wood, 10,
Agreement for Waggons, 6,
Armstrong, 50,
Advanve of Pric, claims for, 74,

B
Bargain, 10,
Bishop’s Lease, 30,
Bog Pit, 50,
Bray Benjn., 69,
Binding Pitmen, 76,77,
[Bud-47-1]

[81]

C
Conside Colliery, 1,25,
Contract for Waggons, 21, Machine, 37,
Coals manufactory of, 25,
Ditto – price of, 36,
Coal-work Commenced, 37, Shipped, 38,
Customs-house Officers, 41,
Colliery Estate, Shares in, 47,
Clearing of Coals, 68,
Coals, produce of, 78,
Ditto Weight, 79,

D

[82]

E

G

[83]

Estimate, 15,25,62,
Ellison Mr., 53, do. Water-course, 28,

I,J

[83]

[85]

Gin, 7,10,11,
Grey Jos., 55,60,
Gas Collieries, 63,

F

H

K

Genl. Hunter’s Coal, 21,23,24,
Harrison F.J. Esqr., 28,
Horses for Undergd., 40,
Hutton Seam, 12,19,32,34,

Five-quarter Seam, 26,29,32,46,52,66,
Fitting Agent, 36,
[Bud-47-1]

L
[86]
Lanchester Common Colly. accot., 4,5,
Lease of, 36,
Leading Tanfield-moor Coals, 15,27,

N

M

87]

P
[83]
Pits new, 10,
Prices No. of, 14,41,44,
Pitmen No. of, 31,75,
Ponies, putting by, 45,
Putting comparative expence of between Boys, and Ponies, 45,

O

Meeting, 4,7,15,24,35,73,
Medomsley Colly., 5,9,34,72,77,
Machine, 30,
Murray Engineer, 36,46,
Marrieo Mr., 40,42,48,76,
Machine altered, 48,

Q

Old Pits, Medomsley, 8,
Old Workings holed into, 17,
Overman, 35,
Oval Pit, 41,42,
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R.
Railway Branch to Tanfield-moor, 13,
Ditto – – – – – to Medomsley, 30,31,

S
South Pit, 8,19,64,66,72,73,
Section, Medomsley Seam, 12,
Section, Hutton Seam, So. Pit, 19,
Stuart Pit, 23,25,49,52,72,

[89]

T

[90]

Tanfield-moor, Coals leading, 15,27,48,
Tanfield-Lea, Coals leading, 55,
Timbers stock of reqd., 70,

U, V
View of Medomsley, 12,16,19,44,52,55,
Ditto Lanchester Commn., 27,22,50,64,73,

W
Water-level, 9,
Water, Feeder, 154,
Water Course, 20,28,29,42,43,47,50,55,57,60,
Waggons, 21,
Working of Coals commenced, 37,
Working, experiment, on, 40,
Wages, 41,
Waggonmen, 48,
Washington Coals, leading of, 48,49,55,

[91]

Section, Five-quarter Seam, 26,
Screens, 29,
Seams of Coal, 39,70
Stob-House Estate, 61,
Strike of Pitmen, 73,
[Bud-47-1]

Water, rise of, 49,53, Broke away,60,height of, 62,
Working, 49,
Waggon Agreement, 50,
Wheatley Mathew, 54,
Waggons broken, 68,

